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                                                                    Welcome!

                                                                    Mining the Sun is a great news resource for those who want to achieve climate justice and change the world!...
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                                            Mining the Sun is a collective established in the past years for the purpose of identifying the activities of different organizations in the energy and environmental sector that reduce the...                                        
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                                                Emissions Trading

                                            
                                            
                                                It is already proven that the cause of climate change is the presence of greenhouse...                                            

                                        


                                    

                                
                                                            
                                    
                                                                                
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                Environmental Justice

                                            
                                            
                                                The presence of greenhouse gas emissions is indicator of the ongoing operations of polluting practices...                                            
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                                                In a certain sector, entity, or industry where there can be greenhouse gas emissions, that...                                            

                                        


                                    

                                
                                                            
                                    
                                                                                
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                Cost Containment

                                            
                                            
                                                ETS establishes the concept of cap or limit on greenhouse gas emissions of an economic...                                            

                                        


                                    

                                
                                                            
                                    
                                                                                
                                            
                                                
                                            
                                        


                                        
                                            
                                                Linkage

                                            
                                            
                                                Linking is a process of connecting one sector to another for the purpose of trading...                                            
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                                                Emissions of greenhouse gases very differently from one sector to the other. In industrialized countries,...                                            
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                                    help us continue our passionate work for a sustainable environment.
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                                                        Educational Resources Mary Bingham                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
In recent years, solar energy has gained significant traction as a clean and sustainable alternative to traditional fossil fuels. Solar systems have become increasingly popular as individuals and businesses strive to reduce their carbon footprint and lower energy costs. A key aspect of harnessing the full potential of solar energy lies in energy storage solutions, specifically batteries, to ensure consistent power availability. Thankfully, tools like the battery capacity calculator can assist you in making an informed decision. If you’re …
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Some solar panel regrets arise due to the high cost of replacing damaged solar panels, degradation, or the cost of repairing the components.

Many new homeowners consider buying a house with leased solar panels as solar panels are the most cost-effective renewable energy source. High-quality panels are durable and the perfect option to save money and spend less on electric bills. Generally, solar panels are very dependable. It’s possible that 70% of homeowners with solar systems hardly experience issues, especially those using photovoltaic panels.

If any problem should occur with your solar system, it&#…
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According to the studies, only 10 percent of the energy suppliers fully invest in prioritizing renewable energy sources. Even those who so-called pledge for greener energy are still affiliated with companies that utilize fossil fuels. In progressive countries, there is already a significant portion of the energy industry that is invested in renewable energy resources.

Even with that growth, there is a noticeable resistance to a smooth transition.

Based on the analysis, the utility sector is to be blamed for such hindering since most of them are government-owned or owned privately with ties to fossil fuel-based companies. As …
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The presence of greenhouse gas emissions is indicator of the ongoing operations of polluting practices of certain industries. Traffic congestions, forest clearings, and waste mismanagement are some of the situations that give more opportunities to emit unwanted gases. Currently, the most notable contributors of pollutants are the fossil fuel-based companies and the transportation sector.

Establishing ETS can promote the environmental objective to monitor and lessen the emissions to improve air quality. Trading of allowances pressures the entities involved to be vigilant on their negative by-products and provides potential profit …
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ETS establishes the concept of cap or limit on greenhouse gas emissions of an economic sector. The term ‘allowance’ has grown to be a by-product of the imposed cap and can be a significant tool for a particular sector to trade with financial value to another sector, which is in need of the allowance.

However, the demand for allowances can hit situations like strict government emission policies, emergency situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic, and economic recession. Although it can be a benefit if seen overall, from a business standpoint, the irregularities in the demand can put the managing platforms in a pinch….
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